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assignment  //  collage poster selling something 
For this project, we will create an assemblage of different forms/ephemera/materials including photographs and/or found elements 
with drawn or painted elements.  You can use virtually any materials with this experimental illustration, though you must let me know 
what you’re working with.

objective  //  
As any piece of art is at minimum marketing an idea, this poster will sell something to your audience.  This “something” can be an 
idea, a product, a band, a movement.  The objective is to draw us into your idea through the use of design/composition, color combi-
nations, beauty, truth...whatever works cohesively within your concept.

materials  //  
Ephemera, magazines, watercolor/gouache/acrylic paints, pen and ink, transferred images, gel mediums, Citrisolv, archival glues, etc.

guidelines  //  
Here is our timeline and process for the book cover illustration:

//  Choose an idea
Pick an idea you want to sell.  Is there a band you like?  An upcoming concert or event?  Maybe it’s promoting a museum or 
saving the whales.

 
//  Thumbnails + Composition

Use the thumbs to help establish the composition of the entire poster.  Consider where you will be using words and illustrations 
as well as abstract color fields.

//  Sketches
After determining which thumbnails will be the most effective in communicating your message, develop your sketches including 
how the type will be rendered.  Will you hand-draw the letters or drop them in after?  What will be included on the back?  

//  Practice!
This project is largely experimental.  What can the broad medium of llustration do for you?  How can you manipulate materials 
to suit your message and your concept?  Practice transferring images, combining images, working into the images, illustrating and 
rendering type.

//  Final Illustration
The size of the final illustration is up to you, though the minimum canvas size is 11 x 17 inches.  

//  Presentation
All illustrations are to be matted and hung, unless your materials prevent you from doing this.  However, the final image needs 
to appear finished and professional (in order to work in your portfolio).  Thus, it’s a good idea to be able to scan or photograph 
your image and hand in a large, digitally rendered print-out of the work.  Due April 15.


